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Mount and Blade Warband builds January 15, 2009 for The Mountain and The Blade on PC, GameFA's bulletin board theme called Companion List, Compatibility and Stats. The character builds the individual skills and equipment of the player's character. Mount Blade allows for a high level of
customization, but many options and combinations can confuse new players. This article provides some tips on how to determine what equipment and skills you should choose for your character and companions. Modern Firearms Tactical Edition Drop 4 Communications. Just like in the bracket and
blade: Warband can usually gather a number of associates to help you in your quest. These satellites will print part of your celebration and gain knowledge as you progress in the video game.Companions have two advantages in relation to normal soldiers: they are usually fully customizable, and will not
die, and get tapped unconcious.Companions can be found in disposition in many. Some of the associates will need a set fee to join your party. This charge can range from a few cops to tens of hundreds of coins. The starting point of Buddies is different from a video game to a video game, and everyone
will change places in periods, so it's best to check out the tavern when you get into town. You can, however, choose the 'Gather Friends' option in character development so that most buddies become at the beginning of the pub within the first few days. Content Of The Available Satellites In excellent
graphics completed by SergioMorozov (Virsion 2.1)☀A, as a rule, 29 recognized comrades. Short-stat photos were added. Make sure you add even more information and custom charts, they should only be temporary. Some characters are obviously much better at certain things, so I usually build them to
their strengths, like Deshavi will get a bow, Klethi gets thrown a weapon, etc. The crossbow does not need any skill ability, so it frees up factors that will be spent elsewhere. The crossbow is certainly particularly useful for Jeremus, with little investment in the power you can get him in heavy armor and
crossbow and Lord forbid he offers in a fight he will stand somewhere much away and take the demise on individuals. Just don't provide him with a horse, and tag him as An Archer, so h' appears right now there with the relaxation of your rang'd. It's less likely you them too bad if you provided them with all
21 charms or something. The only particular one that actually matters is definitely Jeremus or Artimenner, based on which group you move with. The funniest wildstar class. There are far fewer deaths and far fewer tuition costs and a higher degree of More benefits and even more fun. His variety of ability
factors from INT also indicates that he can also perform your workouts, executive power, etc. once he has a higher level, it does not matter if the companion will get knocked out b'acause his non-surgical healing skills will get them back in shape for the next fight quickly. This makes it very important that
he doesn't get knocked out because while he's i9000 of no one's treats quickly, and your soldiers return to base losing the amount of 25%, so it's greatest to move him to the base of your combat order, give him a good shield and long-range weapons, and basically forget that he's present if he levels up.
You want him to align himself through the search, not the fight. How to make your own C'mpanions: Tutorial:P'rt Eight: Revenge Count Room Gutlans: PaybackS special thanks iggorbb for showing me how to create my own friends. You'll be n'ed:Python 2.7.9install Python, recommend section 1.2 of this
theme: You have to do this usually you won't become able to open the.py (python) data files. Mount Cutting tool Modsystem: You can purchase modsystem data files anywhere actually, but preferably in their own folder. Maybe create a brand new desktop folder known as My MOD MB. Copy the file route
that will go to your copy of the home folder and paste it on the file route next to 'exportdir', with quotes (') around it. Your also headline to have to change all the backslashes () in the forward slash (/), and make sure to be ahead of the line at the finish line all that your folder is definitely called i.at the.
'/Native copy/'If not, she just spits it in the foIder in front of it (Iike quests). Once you've completed this, click File - Save.Now your completed with details.pyStep 2: Develop your brand new companion. One of the factors that may be helpful/necessary when making your new mates is producing a face. To
do this you can use Warband video games to make a identity/person manager.sirinan said. Mountain and Blade Warband Builds22'statpoints lvl1, each starting with 4str 4agi 4int 4int 4chaso level 1 person possess 22 points to invest, To lift them beyond the 4.1 stat stage for level15'skillpointslvl 1, start
without the skills of stage 1 skills on stage in mind for 4'1 ability points at levelThe knowtrackernpc can be a collection of skills/stat table that will be used to build your abilities/stats every time you start a new sport. And once again insert it right under her tolerance, and change all th' trpnpc16 to trpnpc17.
The quick way to accomplish this is definitely to change the very first double click on it, which will select only trpnpc17, duplicate it, after this double tap on trpnpc16 below it and paste, repeat. The very first two things we can edit about our new certainly their two types of morals and ideals, comrades can,
moreover, only have one morality, if you choose, (look at to illustrate). This post best explains typ's morality: and this write-up seems to somewhat clarify the moral of vaIues: While neither hf them actually explain, obviously, how they both work. And I'm still muddy at getting them right. Up coming we get to
their character clashes and personality matches, you can discover the klethi of artimenner and borcha disapproval, while the taste of deshavi. You can change them to some other trpnpcs or make your companion possess your own competitors/friends from other new friends you make. If you wear do not
want your companion to communicate with anyone, you can arrange these fields for trpdranton there are other options, but they do not create a difference, you possess probably experienced dranton in this area, it is an npc, which in no way will become in your party, so your buddies can not be angry at
him. After this comes mates home, when you get near their house, in the klethi'beds case uslum, they will inform you about this focused on what is written in the moduIestrings.py (which W e will get to in the next component) Ashmond mentioned. Right now their paymentrequest, klethi is usually 200,
which means that she wants 200 denars, when you get her in the tavern, you can change it to anything you would like to have your fresh companion cost or you can arrange it up to 0, if you want them to be free as jeremus.kingsupportargument, how you make your state to the throne, keeping constant
with this election affects how the additional lords of the NPC see your state and whether they will change sides to you or not.kingsupportopponent, maybe the npc, which jumps up and declares: I noticed that you sent so-and-so b blah. I don't accept'townwithcontacts, maybe where they move when you
interrogate them, if they have any helpful contacts and they provide back intel.lordreputationtype as they act when they are usually lords. This piece of the best explains the different forms of reputation. Stolen from:Friends of noble character (by SPDPhoenix) and (Philip Ebbsen) - Rolf: cunning.-
Baheshtur: cunning.- Firentis: honest.- MatheId: combat.- Alayen: MartiaI.- Lezalit: self-right. MartiaI: My blade is definitely in the hands of my rightful lie, as long as he defends his duty to me. quarreis: Bach. They're all a group of bastards. I'm trying to make sure that those who made me wrong
understand to boom over it. Pitiless: Men often try to trick others out of their legitimate dues. On this undesirable planet, everyone must remain vigilant about their personal privileges. Trick: WeIl, it's harsh the whole world and it can be our big one to face harsh options. Sometimes you need to serve a
tyrant to keep calm, but sometimes a little rebellion continues the nobleman honest. The situation, of course, is everything. Sadistic: My beliefs are simple: better to become a wolf th'n Gudnatur: Well, you shouId maintain trust with your promises and not do injustice to others. Sometimes it's hard hard
These. Stick to people you trust, I think, and it's hard to go far wrong. Upstanding: Kingship and lordship were introduced to maintain peace and avoid the battle of all against all, however that should not blind us to the chance of injustice. Reguish: Hmm. I think I think it's great to be a master. Benefactor:
The great ruler ensures that everyone is treated differently. Personally, I look forward to using my strength to improve many of those who live in my room. Guardian: A good ruler creates the right problems for people to grow up. Individually, I mean to use my wealth to produce more prosperity, for myself
nd for overall advantage. (storesub, '$numberofnpcslots', sIottroopstringsend, slottroospoilertro), (triforrango, ': npc', companionsbegin, companions'nd), (tryforrange, ':slotaddition', 0, '$numberofnpcslots', (storeadd,' 'slot',',',',',',',' (storemul, 'stringaddition',:slotaddition,','w16/b), change 16 to 17, and we've
done.Now save and close scripts.py and be on second until the last part. Step 4: strings.py, or the tough part of ctrl'f on npc16 requires us to top what your new companion states when you talk to them. ScroIl down t'npc16intro' duplicate it, insert it under it, change 16 to 17, and change what klethi states.
After that scroll down t'npc16introresponse1', it will be that you player state as an option when you satisfy it, 'npc16introresponse2' will be what you stick out when you don't want to talk to them. Duplicate, insertion, modification. You can see what each series is for, Reading through what some other
satellites tend to say.you have to do keep holding this for each series until you get the 'npc16turnagainst', this is the final series you have to copy, paste and modification.save and close guitar strings.py.Step 5: buildmodule.softball bat and collect a new companionNow that will be finished, double click on
buildmod. Says. mount and blade best companion build
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